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Abstract
The current situation of COVID-19 highlights the paramount importance of infectious disease surveillance, which

necessitates early monitoring for effective response. Policymakers are interested in data insights identifying high-risk areas

as well as individuals to be quarantined, especially as the public gets back to their normal routine. We investigate both

requirements by the implementation of disease outbreak modeling and exploring its induced dynamic spatial risk in form of

risk assessment, along with its real-time integration back into the disease model. This paper implements a contact tracing-

based stochastic compartment model as a baseline, to further modify the existing setup to include the spatial risk. This

modification of each individual-level contact’s intensity to be dependent on its spatial location has been termed as

Contextual Contact Tracing. The results highlight that the inclusion of spatial context tends to send more individuals into

quarantine which reduces the overall spread of infection. With a simulated example of an induced spatial high-risk, it is

highlighted that the new spatio-SIR model can act as a tool to empower the analyst with a capability to explore disease

dynamics from a spatial perspective. We conclude that the proposed spatio-SIR tool can be of great help for policymakers

to know the consequences of their decision prior to their implementation.

Keywords Compartment modeling � Contact tracing � Digital epidemiology � Human mobility � Self organizing maps �
Trajectories

1 Introduction

Detection and control of COVID-19 in particular, and

infectious diseases in general, have irrupted as a major

societal challenge. As of 31st January 2021, the COVID-19

pandemic has over 101 million confirmed cases with above

2.1 million deaths worldwide (WHO 2021). This explosive

dissemination is not only a universal threat to public health

organizations, but it also jeopardizes social functioning,

industry, economy and international relations (Zhou et al.

2020). Countries such as Israel and South Korea which

took prompt actions towards testing and identification of

previous contacts in case of an identified individual were

able to restrict the disease spread. However, countries that

did not proceed with the initial massive testing and contact

tracing had to go for extreme measures of lockdown,

quarantining and contact precautions (social-distancing,

facemasks, etc.) (Hernández-Orallo et al. 2020).

Detecting all infected individuals among the population

requires massive testing on a regional scale. Though

authorities have followed ingenious medical methods to

rapidly detect the infected individuals, it has a considerable

economical burden and implementation barriers. In a sit-

uation like this, detection of an infectious disease requires

non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPI) and is to be sup-

ported by methods outside of the medical system, which

sets the basis of the term Digital Epidemiology (DE)

(Salathé 2018).

One such DE based method is Digital Contact Tracing

(DCT), which can provide prior contacts of a detected
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individual. This rapid identification of exposed individuals

(who need to be tested or quarantined), can support the

health system by restricting the uncontrolled asymptomatic

propagation of infection. In DCT, the key to track the

infectious transmission is to keep an eye on the physical

interaction (contacts) of individuals, and understanding

these interactions are as important as understanding the

contagion process.

These interactions are much more than just recording of

a contact, and when studied from a spatio-temporal per-

spective, they provide a comprehensive understanding of

disease dynamics. While the temporal domain deals with

the duration and instance of contacts, the spatial aspect

refers the influence of a geographical location on the out-

come of a contact, with a notion that some areas are

inducing disease transmission more than others due to their

urban function (Wang et al. 2017), environment and

overall infectious activities.

On the other hand, these interactions based on individ-

uals movement is subject to tracking of human mobility,

where detection of an infected individual means that

infectious trajectories can be tracked. Such tracking is

critical to understand how an infection propagates in pop-

ulation and in space, as it not only identifies future infec-

tious contacts but also highlights the places these infectious

trajectories have visited (Benreguia et al. 2020). Identifi-

cation of such high-risk areas is critical for policymakers in

decisions related to smart lockdown, areal curfew, etc.

This scenario makes contact tracing, mobility tracking

and spatial risk interconnected processes. It is a recursive

sequence as illustrated in Fig. 1, where the probability of

transmission of a contact is proportional to the risk inten-

sity of its spatial location. This spatial location evolves

based on infectious movement, which itself is an outcome

of an infectious contact. Hence, there is a requirement of an

approach to thoroughly fuse the effect of space into a

disease model while dealing with infectious trajectories. In

this paper, we focus on the inclusion of the spatial aspect of

these physical interactions termed as Contextual Contact

Tracing. The idea is that contacts taking place in contex-

tually distinct geographical locations are to be treated

differently based on the vulnerability they pose to the

susceptible individual.

In human infectious diseases, where the pathogen is

another human being, there is a requirement to track human

movement. Tracking the known infected individuals and

their interactions are already demanding, but the existence

of asymptomatic individuals makes this monitoring even

more challenging (Müller et al. 2020). These undetected

individuals are transmitting the infection to a larger set of

individuals, who themselves are infecting the community

in an uncontrollable domino effect. Early detection of

asymptomatic individuals followed by isolation or treat-

ment is the key to restrict pandemic growth, where state of

the art highlights the accepted practise of digital methods

in such detection studies (Anglemyer et al. 2020). Ongoing

research (Van Doremalen et al. 2020; Simmerman et al.

2010) highlights the aerosol and surface stability of

infectious diseases, where COVID-19, SARS-CoV1 and

Influenza A/H1N1, all have indicated up to days surface

transmission. Both these aspects, tracking of individuals

and risk assessment of space, sets the basis of infectious

disease surveillance in this digital era.

Tracking human movement relies on human mobility

data, which is of prime importance in individual-level

research on infectious disease dynamics (Brockmann et al.

2009). Recent advancement in location-aware technologies

and computing procedures have resulted in a massive

influx of mobility data, which is capable of representing the

movement of an individual to a very small scale up to less

than a meter (Zheng 2015). This high-level detail makes

these datasets an ideal candidate for high precision tasks

such as contact tracing.

Despite that, an important consideration is that contin-

uous recording of an individual movement is highly inva-

sive (Reichert et al. 2020), which is why there is no

infectious disease related individual-level trajectory dataset

publicly available so far. To minimize this concern, the use

of bluetooth has been proposed (Martinez-Martin et al.

2020), though it only collects the contact information as

and when it happens. At the same time, Benreguia et al.

(Benreguia et al. 2020) suggest that in preparation for an

extremely critical scenario where entire humanity is at

stake and the requirement of saving lives is of highest

priority, the use of continuous recordings of individual’s

movement is justified given it is implemented by

Fig. 1 Relation of temporally

varying spatial risk affecting

epidemic model and vice versa
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government and with a guarantee of privacy protection.

Similarly, for spatial risk assessment, individual-level work

is only executed on a sparse scale. Souza et al. (Souza et al.

2019) detected spatial clusters using spatial scan statistics,

based on Twitter feed data. Another spatial clustering

application on aggregated data is available in (Desjardins

et al. 2020) where a countywide space-time clustering is

executed.

The long-standing COVID-19 has amplified research in

this domain with several studies involving individual-level-

mobility for investigation of disease dynamics. Many of

these studies described the spatio-temporal trends inclusive

of stochastic aspects, proposing statistical foundations to fit

models to data. However, the spatial aspects focused more

on spatial separation rather than spatial location. Even if

the spatial location was considered, it was in the aggre-

gated form of spatially varying demographic factor (Mah-

sin et al. 2020).

In epidemic modeling, compartment models distribute

each individual in the population based on their disease

states. Generally, they are of Susceptible, Infected and

Recovered (SIR) type, however many versions such as

SEIR, SEIAHCRD (Berger et al. 2020; Bardina et al.

2020) exist which depend on the type of disease and

applied methodologies. Though the temporal aspect is well

addressed in these SIR models, the spatial context is gen-

erally new.

In spatio-epidemic modeling, the idea of a space-de-

pendent SIR model has been presented in (Takács and

Hadjimichael 2019) in form of a numerical experiment.

They considered a generalized SIR model where popula-

tion size differed over space. Another spatial-SIR model is

explained in (Bisin and Moro 2020) to understand spatial

diffusion of disease based on quantitative effects of geo-

graphical context in determining that diffusion. Modifying

epidemic parameters based on the spatial location have also

been proposed. A space-time dependent basic reproductive

ratio is implemented in (Martinez-Beneito et al. 2020),

while Lang et al. (Lang et al. 2018) discuss a framework of

a SIR model on spatial networks where the probability of

transmission is based on spatial distances along the edges.

A bayesian maximum entropy based extension is also

available for metapopulation-level epidemic modeling

(Angulo et al. 2013).

All these models propose population-level frameworks

for the inclusion of space in SIR modeling. Complete

integration of a spatial context in an individual-level study

of contact tracing is still missing, which can consider the

influence of space (location) for each specific contact.

This paper proposes a new spatio enhanced setup of SIR

modeling, where contacts are associated with an intensity

of its risk score based on its spatial location. This associ-

ation of risk with a contact is executed by reforming the

quantitative value of a contact, where enhancement is in a

manner that a riskier contact has a higher probability of

disease transmission than the one which is of relatively

lower risk. For temporally varying spatial risk, we re-

evaluate spatial risk scores based on infectious activities of

the recent past.

Here, we analyze real-life mobility data of NCCU Trace

(Tsai and Chan 2015) which provides movement of 115

students recorded for 15 days. In the implementation, we

first execute contact tracing to construct temporal network

graphs. These contact graphs are further used to implement

an epidemic model with self-induced infection, which was

later enhanced to a spatially-enhanced epidemic model

including the spatial risk. In parallel, we track infectious

trajectories and the location of contacts as elements for

spatial risk assessment. The results highlight that the

inclusion of spatial context tends to send more individuals

into quarantine which reduces the overall spread of

infection.

The reason behind pursuing this study in the absence of

real information about infection is because a methodology

that considers spatial risk in a contact tracing process is

also missing. Therefore, the feasibility of this idea is

developed in the form of a spatio-epidemic tool, which is

an established proposal for future works, not only to work

with real datasets as they become available but also in the

domain of spatial risk.

A recent publication from February 2021 presents

movement data of infected (COVID-19) individuals from

South Korea (Park et al. 2021). However, data is not in the

form of continuous trajectories, but are recordings of

individual’s interactions with others through a contact

tracing application. This availability is a motivating fact as

more real-world datasets related to infection information as

well as mobility trajectories will be publicly available

offering a definite way forward for this work.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: Sect. 2

describes the methodology of both, SIR model (baseline

setup) and its enhancement to a spatio-SIR model. Sec-

tion 3 introduces the selected dataset with discussion on the

experimental design. This section further presents results of

both models supported by varying simulations to effec-

tively understand the new spatio-SIR setup. Section 4

concludes the paper and presents limitations and future

work.

2 Methodology

2.1 Baseline-SIR modeling

The baseline-SIR model for this study is motivated by

(Hernández-Orallo et al. 2020), in which contact tracing
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technologies are evaluated along with a comparison of

stochastic versus deterministic approaches. In this paper,

we reproduce their stochastic setup (hereby referred to as

base-SIR) as our baseline-SIR model, with a rationale that

a stochastic model is more realistic than a deterministic one

due to its probabilistic nature. Similarly, an event-based

method as followed in base-SIR is preferred due to the

incorporation of event-driven chance element. An over-

view of the methodology for the implementation of base-

line-SIR, and its modification to a spatio-SIR model (see

Sect. 2.2) is available in Fig. 2.

Base-SIR brings forth a novel addition of Quarantine

Susceptible and Quarantine Infected related compartments

which add a new perspective in the modeling of a real-

world scenario related to contact tracing based compart-

ment modeling. Base-SIR implements Gillespie’s First

Reaction Method (GFRM) (Keeling and Rohani 2011),

which handles efficiently a contact tracing problem, espe-

cially on a trajectory-based dataset.

2.1.1 Contact tracing

Contact Tracing is the identification of colocation of two or

more individuals. However, this colocation is not restricted

to a single point or a single instance of time, but a range of

an area and duration which are based on epidemiological

aspects. Contact with a possibility of transmission is the

one within two meters of an infected individual with an

exposure of at least one minute (Hernández-Orallo et al.

2020). Therefore, we define dc as the distance threshold

and tc as the duration threshold for considering a contact as

risky.

Identification of infectious contacts needs accurate

information about the possible transmissible pathways

from an infected person to each individual in the popula-

tion (Eames and Keeling 2003). A network graph is a

computationally efficient representation of such interac-

tions where in individual-level studies, nodes refer to

individuals and edges represent their contacts (Enright and

Kao 2018). A temporal network graph can be denoted as

G(t), with m (nodes) and e (edges), where t represents the

instance of time. In epidemic modeling, it is common to

have a temporal frequency of a day (Keeling and Rohani

2011), hence eijðtÞ will exist between individual i and j if

there exists a contact between the two on day t.

An adjacency matrix is commonly used to store graph

information. It is a graph matrix, where rows and columns

represent nodes (individuals), with a third dimension cor-

responding to the day of contact. A contact is represented

with a value of either 0 or 1, where 1 depicts the existence

of an edge (contact) between the two. Figure 3 presents a

toy example of a network graph and the associated graph

matrix.

Directions of edges as in directed/undirected graph are

ignored as contacts are independent of direction. This

highlights the assumption that infection can be transmitted

in both directions depending on the disease state of the

individual and not the structure of the network. For a pair

(i, j) of individuals, this symmetry can be viewed as

(GijðtÞ ¼ GjiðtÞ).
In contact network, degree shows the count of connec-

tions of a node with the other nodes in the network. The

temporal degree KiðtÞ is the count of contacts of a person i

with other individuals in the network G(t) on day t. Hence,

an average degree j for a time period T can be computed

as (1)

j ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1

1

T

XT

j¼1

KiðtjÞ
" #

ð1Þ

As the rate of infection is influenced by the count of

infected individuals, hence it is useful to have a degree

only involving contacts with infected individuals. Such a

degree of diffusion can be represented as (2), where IjðtÞ is
an indicator function denoting that individual j can infect

others,

Fig. 2 Summarized workflow of

overall methodology
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KiðtÞ ¼
XN

j¼1

GijðtÞ � IjðtÞ ð2Þ

Identifying prior contacts is the overall essence of contact

tracing in order to restrict next generation of cases. This

requires a backward time window M depending on the type

of disease (infectious period, incubation time, etc.), and can

be used in the form of (3) to extract all prior contacts

Ciðt;MÞ of an individual i at t with window M

Ciðt;MÞ ¼
XN

j¼1

max
s2½t�D;t�

GijðsÞ
� �

DjðtÞ ð3Þ

Here, DjðtÞ is 1 if at time t person j is infected and traced.

Algorithm (1) explains the process flow of contact tracing.

Once the contacts are identified, a baseline setup can be

formulated to simulate SIR events. The model also evalu-

ates the efficiency of contact tracing methods. Contact

tracing can be manual (that is, based on interviewing the

detected and infected individuals) or smartphone based

(using contact tracing apps). We define a value q as the

fraction of traced individuals being quarantined. For

example, this value can reflect the number of individuals

that use the mobile contact tracing app. In the case where

the tracing time is greater than 1, the q value must be

normalised by the average tracing time (1=sT ), as q
0 ¼

q=ð1=sTÞ ¼ q � sT in order to distribute the tracing quar-

antine over the days. The idea is that if the tracing time is

long (for example, by using interviews), it is precisely

because it takes time to trace back the prior contacts, so the

whole number of traced individuals during this tracing time

is equally distributed over these days. Finally, apart from

contacts, baseline-SIR model relies on (a) infection states

and (b) epidemic parameters.

Fig. 3 A toy example: contacts

of a single day in the form of

contact network and graph

matrix
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2.1.2 Infection states (compartments)

Infection states refer to the compartments an individual can

be during an epidemic. As in base-SIR, a total of five

compartments are considered which represent the states of

Susceptible (S), Infected (I), Recovered (R), Quarantine

Susceptible (QS) and Quarantine Infected (QI). With these

five compartments, there are seven possible SIR events that

will imply the transition of an individual from a compart-

ment to another. Figure 4 presents the possible events

(transfers among compartments), which are:

(S !I, S ! QS, S ! QI , I ! QI , QS!S, I !R, QI!R)

As information about the latency states of individuals is

not available, a self-induced infection approach is fol-

lowed. This means that out of the total population, a certain

count of individuals in the population are initiated as

infected being in compartment (I), to have a sense of dis-

ease propagation based on their future contacts, as epi-

demic progresses.

2.1.3 Epidemic parameters

Epidemic parameters, as introduced in Table 1, refer to the

disease-specific elements in the form of coefficients that

contribute to computing the rates of each event associated

with individuals.

The core of the model is to answer the question of how

individuals move from one compartment to another. In a

closed environment where births, deaths and migration are

ignored, transition (S ! I) is subject to disease transmis-

sion and is a function of three aspects: (1) the presence of

infected individuals, (2) contacts between susceptible and

infected ðS$IÞ and (3) the probability of transmission.

Considering j as the degree of ðS$IÞ contacts and b

representing the probability of transmission of infection,

the transmission rate b can be written as b = j � b. The

transition from (I ! R) is simpler as it can be considered a

constant around a mean value based on clinical data of

infectious period. The probability of an infected individual

to be recovered relies on how long they have been infected,

which can be denoted as recovery rate c, a constant value

representing the inverse of infectious period. The ratio b=c
is called basic reproductive ratio R0. It represents the

Fig. 4 Overview of

compartments and possible

transfers between them
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expected count of cases directly affected by a single case

and is considered as one of the more representative

parameters of disease in epidemiology.

Similarly, based on the epidemic parameters enlisted in

Table 1, rates of each event can be computed using equa-

tions provided in Table 2. In this paper, we propose a

generalized framework for spatio-SIR modeling through

the use of values corresponding to COVID-19, as given in

Table 3; however, any disease-specific model can be

developed by adjusting these parameters.

2.1.4 Event-based modeling

In an event-driven model, each possibility is considered as

an event and then a random element will decide which

event may happen, based on the cumulative rates of all

events and converting those rates into probabilities. This

highlights that even if the probability of an event is similar,

an individual may experience a varied event based on a

random or stochastic effect. There are numerous methods

to implement event-driven approaches, one of which is

Gillespie’s Method (Gillespie 1977), common in SIR

modeling (Keeling and Rohani 2011).

Gillespie’s algorithm, initially intended for the study of

chemical reactions, is also applicable in scenarios such as

SIR modeling where an outcome of the contact is like a

biochemical reaction of a cell with fluctuating possibilities

of events. It is a variant of a Monte Carlo method, with a

computationally feasible solution. Gillespie’s First Reac-

tion Method (GFRM) is a simplified version of the original

Gillespie’s Direct Method with a scalable approach.

Table 1 Summary of infectious disease related modeling parameters

Parameter Description

j Average degree (daily contacts per individual)

Ki Contacts of individual i with infected individuals

R0 Basic reproductive ratio

d Rate of detection

c Recovery rate (1=c = disease specific days for recovery)

b Probability of transmission of infection (b ¼ R0 � c=j)
b Transmission rate (b ¼ j � b)

sQ Time in quarantine

q
0

Tracing efficiency (q
0 ¼ q � sT )

CiðMÞ Backward contact tracing of individual i with detected infected individuals

Table 2 Rate equations related to each SIR event

Event Description of rate Rate equation

S ! I Transmission of infection ð1� Ciðt;MÞÞ � b � KiðtÞ
S ! QS Susceptible person being quarantined q

0 � Ciðt;MÞ � ð1� b � KiðtÞÞ
S ! QI Susceptible person being infected and detected q

0 � Ciðt;MÞ � b � KiðtÞÞ
I ! QI Infected person being detected d

QS ! S End of quarantine after quarantine period T Q

I ! R Recovery after infectious period c

QI ! R Recovery after infectious period in quarantine T Q

Table 3 Estimated values for COVID-19 (extracted from (Ferretti

et al. 2020; Hellewell et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020))

Parameter Estimated value

R0 3

d 0.1

c 1/15

sQ 1/14
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There are two stochastic elements in GFRM. The first

one is the type of event which includes the person over

which the event will happen, and the kind of event (out of

the defined seven events) that will happen. The second

stochastic element is the time of the next event, which

refers to the duration since the previous event. The former,

as per GFRM, is determined by computing the rates of each

event and then stochastically drawing the next event. The

latter, in our approach, is completely stochastic based on a

random element instead of computing the time for each

event. This modification is due to the fact that there is no

inherent time of an event in a contact tracing process.

Based on this modified GFRM, event-based stochastic SIR

model can be implemented on identified contacts using

infection states and epidemic parameters. Figure 5 shows

the workflow of GFRM-based SIR model.

2.2 Spatio-SIR modeling

This section focuses on two aspects: temporally varying

spatial risk and spatio-SIR model. Here, spatial risk refers

to the transmission vulnerability a spatial location poses to

a susceptible individual involved in an infectious contact.

This spatial risk is for a certain period and is continuously

evolving based on previous infectious activities. Our spa-

tio-SIR model extends the baseline setup taking into

account the spatial risk in the future tracing of contacts.

As the goal is to associate a risk score to each contact

based on its spatial location, it is important to address the

definition of location. A simple and computationally effi-

cient approach is to consider a regular lattice (grid) struc-

ture segmenting the study area into smaller cells, each one

having a risk score. From this, location of a contact can be

defined as the corresponding cell of the grid in which the

contact is taking place.

2.2.1 Temporally varying spatial risk

In this study, the spatial risk relies only on monitoring of

SIR events, to track infectious trajectories and location of

contacts (Benreguia et al. 2020). With such monitoring, we

computed risk scores based on four risk basis, as follows:

(a) Infectious trajectories refer to the amount of time an

infectious trajectory has spent in each cell, where an

Fig. 5 Process flow of an event-

driven stochastic SIR model
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infected person is only tracked from the time of

infection until recovery or quarantine.

(b) Infected individuals refer to the count of infected

individuals in each cell. This is distinct from (a) in

the sense that shorter cumulative duration of many

individuals is riskier than a longer duration of a

single individual.

(c) Infectious contacts refer to the locations of all

contacts involving an infected individual. They are

more than the count of times infection is actually

transmitted as this involves all ðS$IÞ contacts; and
on the other end, transmission is dependent on the

randomly chosen event. From this, a relation trans-

missive contacts 2 all (S $I) contacts, can be

deduced.

(d) Social distancing violations refer to all ðS$SÞ
contacts. This property reflects population density

and also captures the notion that a place (cell) with

higher precautionary violations must be of higher

risk than a place following the public health regu-

lations (Rezaei and Azarmi 2020).

As contact graphs are developed per day, the same fre-

quency can be followed in order to develop these four risk

types. This means that risk scores of each cell are based on

the cumulative effect of activities from the previous day

and are to be updated every next day. Figure 6 depicts the

process of computing risk basis, by tracking infectious

trajectories for their duration and count, alongside the

monitoring of contacts for their spatial locations.

With four risk basis, there comes a need for integrating

these risk attributes into a single representation. This

requires normalizing all grids to a common range and to

further combine them into a single grid. This results in a

risk map, based on activities from the previous day to

provide an evolved risk for the next day.

2.2.2 Unsupervised classification using SOM and K-means

For combining multiple aspects into a single map form,

implementation of a multi-criteria analysis approach is not

applicable as there is no prior information of which crite-

rion is significant over others. For classification, a super-

vised method requires information about the characteristics

of the target class and pre-existing labels for the method to

cluster data and label them accordingly. However, lack of

validation data restricts the application of supervised

classification. A possible solution is to implement an

unsupervised learning method, as it does not rely on pre-

existing labels for reinforcement. Such methods only

require input patterns to highlight relationships and can

assist in the exploration of the available covariates to

develop a single classified risk map.

One such unsupervised clustering technique is Self

Organizing Map (SOM), which can serve to the purpose of

combining information of multiple grids into a single one.

SOM is basically a dimensionality reduction technique but

as SOM preserves the topographic relationships in feature

space to ensure nearby objects are clustered together, it has

been extensively used for the clustering of geospatial data

(Henriques et al. 2012; Gopal 2016).

Considering the dimensionality reducing capability,

SOM is similar to the statistical equivalent of Principal

Fig. 6 Computing risk basis

from trajectories and contacts
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Component Analysis, whereas Baccao et al. (Bação et al.

2005) suggest SOM as a possible substitute for K-means

clustering when the neighbourhood is not considered.

Besides, in comparison to statistical techniques, SOM

offers three main advantages due to its non-parametric

nature: (1) it works independent of variable’s distributions,

(2) it is computationally efficient to non-linear problems

and (3) it caters for noise or missing data more effectively

(Asan and Ercan 2012).

As highlighted in (Vesanto and Alhoniemi 2000), the

best approach to implement SOM is a two-step process.

First, input data is to be transformed into a two-dimen-

sional neurons network; secondly, SOM neurons are to be

clustered using a hierarchical or partitive approach. The

major benefits of this two-step approach are: (i) the com-

putational efficiency even with a smaller dataset and (ii)

noise reduction in case of imperfect data as input for

clustering.

An important consideration here is to choose the size of

SOM neurons network which is dependent on the size of

input dataset. In our implementation, we use a regular

lattice of 12� 15 ¼ 180 cells, hence an optimal size of

SOM neurons can be acquired as 5 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
180

p
¼ 67:08. For a

two-dimensional structure of neurons network, we con-

sidered a total of 64 neurons instead of 67, which could be

arranged in a symmetric shape of 8x8 neurons network.

After the establishment of SOM network as a repre-

sentation of input data (multiple grids), a hierarchical

clustering process can cluster the neurons into the desired

number of groups. In this paper, we follow the partitioning

approach of K-means clustering as they do not rely on

previously found clusters as the hierarchical approach does

(Vesanto and Alhoniemi 2000).

As risk values of grid cells vary over time, and a flexible

value of k (number of clusters) in K-means can result in a

different count of classes for different days, we fixed the

count of classes to 5 so as to have an equal number of

groups every time a new spatial risk is computed. How-

ever, in case data does not allow to have five classes, then

an optimized number of classes is chosen for an appro-

priate representation. This results in a classified grid-based

risk where each cell corresponds to a class of risk. As the

output after K-means is an un-ordered classification, which

is the same as segmenting the cells in different groups but

not knowing which group is of higher risk, classes are

assigned with appropriate labels by comparing the cumu-

lative average of the risk score in all cells associated with

each class and further assignment of ordered labels in

descending order with greater average as the highest risk

class. Figure 7 illustrates the complete process of com-

bining multiple grids through the use of SOM followed by

K-means and further labelling.

2.2.3 Contextual contact tracing

In order to include the temporally varying spatial risk for

each specific contact, we modify the previous contact graph

G to obtain a new contact graph G0. For this modification,

we use the daily-acquired risk-based grids (spatial risk) and

based on the location of the contacts we obtain G0 which
considers the risk score of each contact’s location. In G0,
each contact value has a varying intensity depending on the

spatial risk compared to the constant value of 1 (which

represented a contact) of the base-SIR model. Here, we

introduce a new range representation for a contact between

the value of 0.5 (lowest risk) to 1.5 (highest risk). The

rationale behind this range is to be able to compare with

baseline-SIR setup (see Fig. 13) where the previous value 1

is the mean of the new range representation. Once real data

about spatial risk as well as infection information are

available to fit the model to the data, different values for

this range can be configured to identify the best fit.

Using this new matrix G0 in (2), we obtain a new degree

of diffusion K0
iðtÞ, which is used on the rate equations

defined on Table 2. As rates of events in SIR model are

based on the cumulative infectious contacts represented by

Ki, a varying contact value (between 0.5 to 1.5) will result

in a varied influence to the transmission process for each

specific contact, meaning a direct effect of spatial risk on

the disease transmission. As in the baseline-SIR model, this

spatio-SIR model can be solved using the GFRM’s rate

equations as stated in Table 2. Besides, the consideration of

varying K0
i in these equations only influences events

related to Susceptible population (S ! I, S ! QS and S

! QI). However, there is no influence of spatial risk on

events related to Infected individuals and those in Quar-

antine. This process of dynamically computing risk scores

based on daily movement and reflecting its effect by

modifying contact graph is termed as Contextual Contact

Tracing.

3 Data analysis and simulations

3.1 Dataset and experimental design

NCCU Trace (Tsai and Chan 2015) refers to an android

application to trace movements of 115 students in a campus

environment of National Chengchi University (Taiwan),

for a period of 15 days with measurement interval up to 10

minutes and spatial position rounded to meters. The

application was designed to capture information regarding

GPS, WiFi, and Bluetooth devices in proximity, resulting

in their movement traces. The Appendix contains details of

the NCCU dataset with an overview of the study area and

sample of recordings. For an epidemic, a period of 15 days
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is very short to assess the spread of infection. A possible

solution is to extend the period of the dataset by concate-

nating the same dataset multiple times, as the pattern of

human mobility shows a regularity over the same week-

days. Such joining can produce a data for 150 days, an

appropriate duration for epidemic modeling.

Both baseline-SIR and the spatio-SIR models are eval-

uated over NCCU data. The experiments assume 10 indi-

viduals as initial infected (I0 ¼ 10) on the first day of the

epidemic with no recovered individual (R ¼ 0). Sum of

individuals in all compartments is 115 at all times. We used

the values of COVID-19 parameters as discussed in

Table 3 and tracing efficiency q0 of 0.1. For the stochas-

ticity, 10 realizations of the same initial conditions but the

random allocation of initial infection are executed. This

means that in each realization, infected individuals are

different. Averaging the results over 10 realizations, aver-

age curves are obtained, where a curve represents the count

of individuals in each compartment. Due to stochasticity,

duration of the epidemic in these realizations varies, hence

we extrapolate trends of other realizations to the epidemic

with the longest duration to obtain an average

representation.

In each run within a single realization of a model, only

one epidemic event is executed. The time of next event is a

stochastic duration as a part of day, hence there are mul-

tiple events per day, with at least one event in a day, and

overall hundreds of events even for a short epidemic of few

weeks. Hence, using GFRM, a single realization of the

model moves forward executing events after each time

step. As a whole, these executed events simulate a disease

outbreak scenario.

3.2 Data analysis

3.2.1 Results—Baseline-SIR model

The ability of an individual-level compartment model to

monitor the latent state of each individual at all times

highlights its importance in the infectious diseases realm.

To understand this capability, Figure 8 illustrates individ-

ual-level latency of a subset of the population (35 out of

115). At the start of the epidemic (day 1), four individuals

(2, 21, 26 and 32) are infected as the initial outbreak,

whereas the remaining all are Susceptible. The first

stochastic event (second column from left) is of infection

for individual (8). In every iteration, there is only one

event, where the time of the next event (a part of the day) is

also random, hence there can be multiple events in a single

day. Individual (8) remains infected for a week and gets

detected around the 11th day. Individual (2) gains recovery

only after few days. Individual (21) remains infected and

undetected for the whole shown period. Similarly, the state

of each individual can be observed based on the time-series

review of their associated compartment.

Exploring the modification of a spatial context needs the

setup of a baseline model to experiment over. Figure 9

presents the output of such a baseline setup in form of an

outbreak scenario using parameters from Table 1. At the

beginning of the epidemic, everyone except the Infected is

in the Susceptible compartment, which means there is no

Fig. 7 Unsupervised

classification workflow using

SOM and K-means
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Recovered individual. Initially, the count of Infected indi-

viduals increases from 10 to 14 in the first few days as

Susceptible population interacts (contacts) with already

infected (initial outbreak). However, not only their count

decreases afterwards as they are sent into Quarantine

Infected, but the Susceptible count also diminishes from

initial count of 105 to 40 in a fortnight. Due to backward

tracing Ci, a higher number of individuals are identified as

exposed and sent into Quarantine Susceptible as a pre-

cautionary measure. These plummeted trends of the count

of Susceptible and Infected forces less population on the

streets, which not only restricts the future infectious con-

tacts but ultimately the overall disease outbreak.

The peak of individuals in Quarantine Susceptible is

around the 19th day with 40 plus individuals, where

afterwards the sum of individuals remains nearly constant

which depicts an equal frequency of individuals moving

between (S $ QS) compartments. Quarantine Infected

compartment reaches its highest count of 5 twice on the

13th and 22nd days. Once a person is Recovered, that

individual remains in that compartment, which is evident

from the continuous increase in its count from 0 at the start

to 38 at its end. Even after there is no Infected person on

the street after the 45th day, the model continues in

anticipation of risk due to the presence of individuals in

Quarantine Infected; and ultimately ends the epidemic with

their recovery around the 113th day.

3.2.2 Results—Enhanced spatio-SIR model

Spatio-SIR enhancement is achieved by computing the

spatial risk out of events in the baseline setup, which

requires monitoring of SIR events for infectious activities.

Figure 10 presents a 1-day sample of such infectious

activities. Figure 10A illustrates the movement of infec-

tious individuals shown over the study area. In this sample,

there are 7 infected individuals with mobility concentrated

inside the NCCU campus (center-top). Out of these infec-

tious trajectories, two sorts of attributes are extracted. First

is the collective duration of time spent by these individuals

in each area, and secondly how many individuals were

located in each area. The other two basis are of Infectious

Contacts and All Contacts, where the latter is shown in

Figure 10B. It identifies locations of all contacts termed as

social distancing violations in order to highlight the notion

that a place with a higher number of contacts means it is of

higher risk than a place with a lower number of contacts.

This concept has been also implemented by (Rezaei and

Azarmi 2020) for infection risk assessment.

Based on the risk basis shown in Fig. 10, grid-based

risks are developed as presented in Fig. 11. Here, the

Fig. 8 Individual-level change

in latency of 35 out of 115 total

individuals is shown based on

the SIR events as model runs

forward. Each row belongs to a

single individual, where the

compartment they belong to at

an instance of time is

represented column-wise

chronologically from left to

right. There is only one event

per column with multiple events

per day, where figure illustrates

first 100 events from the initial

12 days of epidemic
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trajectories and contacts are transformed into a grid struc-

ture with an intensity of associated attributes normalized to

[0,1]. Figure 11A and B capture information of infectious

trajectories in terms of duration and count respectively.

Similarly, the location of different nature of contacts is

captured in Fig. 11C and D. Based on the previous day,

these attributes serve as the basis of risk for the next day.

To identify spatial risk for the future contextual tracing

of contacts, multiple grids from Fig. 11 are integrated into a

single grid as shown in Fig. 12. In order to classify the

output to segment areas of higher or lower risk, risk scores

are grouped into 5 classes with their labels corresponding

to their intensity of risk. The classes of risk are (0.50, 0.75,

1.00, 1.25, 1.50) with 1.50 referring to the highest risk. A

review of this result shows that based on activities from the

previous day (Fig. 10), the highest risk area is at the centre-

top cells, whereas the surrounding areas are also of higher

risk. While there is no spatial risk in the remaining study

area on this particular day, however, due to the temporally

Fig. 9 Output of a disease

outbreak scenario by baseline-

SIR model. (Top) presents
trends related to counts of

Susceptible, Infected and
Recovered, whereas (Bottom)
illustrates count of individuals

in Quarantine related

compartments. Each of the 10

realizations of stochastic model

is shown (light in color), with
their average curves represented

with (dark bold) lines. Count of
total population is 115 which

are represented over the Y-axis
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varying nature, the spatial risk may evolve in future

instants.

Results of the spatio-SIR model are compared with the

results of baseline-SIR in Fig. 13. As the inclusion of

spatial risk tends to affect the rates of events related to

Susceptible individuals and getting infected is subject to an

infectious contact, hence in the spatio-SIR model, there are

more events of the population moving into Quarantine

Susceptible. Though the trends of Quarantine Susceptible

in both models are similar till day 15th, however, the

mentioned phenomenon is evident afterwards where the

peak of individuals in Quarantine Susceptible (spatio-SIR)

is 59 on the 29th day, whereas there are less than 50

individuals in Quarantine Susceptible (baseline-SIR) by the

same day.

Early events of quarantining reduces the counts of In-

fected, Recovered and Quarantine Infected. Comparing the

trends of Susceptible population, it can be observed that in

the first week both are more or less similar, however, the

first week onward the susceptible population in baseline-

SIR decreases to 40 by the 17th day, whereas it takes an

extra week (23rd day) for the same decline up to 40 in

spatio-SIR. This highlights that due to the additional aspect

of spatial risk, a greater fraction of the population remains

susceptible. Similarly, an increase in the count of Suscep-

tible around the 45th day depicts the return of quarantined

population after a period of two weeks, whereas such a

return is not visible in baseline-SIR as there is no consid-

eration of spatial risk. With a higher count of total indi-

viduals in Quarantine Susceptible, the overall infection is

controlled which can be confirmed from the trend of In-

fected and Recovered. As in spatio-SIR model, the total

recovered are 21 compared to the count of 35 in baseline-

SIR model. The same can be observed in the trends of

Quarantine Infected, as with less Infected on the streets, the

spread of infection is controlled; hence, a lower count of

Quarantine Infected in spatio-SIR compared to baseline-

SIR, apart from the start and end of an epidemic which is

nearly similar.

3.2.3 Simulated scenarios over the NCCU data

This section reinforces the need for a spatio-epidemic tool.

As the model simulates a scenario based on the initial

values, changing the initial setup can help assess impact of

the change on the overall disease outbreak simulation.

Here, baseline-SIR model executes one such variation as

presented in Fig. 14 with different intensities of the Initial

Infected I0.

In general, the higher quantum of initial outbreak results

in a longer epidemic which is evident in all subplots. In

Fig. 14A, Susceptible population is compared, where

higher count of initial outbreak reflects in early departure

of individuals from the susceptible compartment; either

getting Infected (due to greater frequency of infectious

contacts) or Quarantined (because of prior contact tracing

of Infected individuals). Higher infected counts (I0 ¼ 10

and I0 ¼ 15) result in decrease of Susceptible count from

105/100 to approximately 40 within 2 weeks, whereas

when I0 ¼ 5 reaches the count of 40 after six weeks. Fig-

ure 14B illustrates the effect of varying initial outbreak on

the total counts of Infected, where a directly proportional

relationship is evident in the initial spread of infection up

to the 19th day. However, once a majority of Infected are

sent into Quarantine Infected and a higher count of indi-

viduals are already in Quarantine Susceptible, all scenarios

tend to have a similar pattern afterwards. Similarly,

Fig. 14C depicts a likewise trend of initial difference,

Fig. 10 Risk basis of infectious trajectories and location of contacts from one complete day during an epidemic. In the sample shown in (A),
there are total of 7 infected individuals from that day. B shows locations of all contacts from the same day
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where two setups of (I0 ¼ 05) and (I0 ¼ 10) later (after

70th day) coincide to have a similar pattern (around 30

Recovered individuals). However, (I0 ¼ 15) results in a

massive outbreak with almost 50 Infected individuals by

the 70th day. Figure 14D highlights that a higher count of

initial infected will either send more contacts into Quar-

antine Infected or Quarantine Susceptible, which is

dependent on (1) the transmission rate (b ¼ j � b) and (2)

the chance element of event-based setup. Hence, the rela-

tion of initial infected with Quarantine related compart-

ments is not straightforward. However, the trend of

(I0 ¼ 15) specially after the 40th day depicts that due to

greater initial outbreak, more individuals were Infected,

thus more people are in Recovered and Quarantine Infec-

ted, because of which the overall count of Quarantine

Susceptible is low.

Another possible variation on the analyzed scenarios can

be the Tracing Efficiency which is available in Fig. 15.

Tracing efficiency refers to the fraction of identified prior

contacts based on backward tracing. As 100% tracing is not

plausible, only a proportion is evaluated as an estimate of

tracing. In the case of no backward tracing (zero efficiency)

shown in Fig. 15-A, there are no individuals in Quarantine

Susceptible. Only Infected who gets detected are sent into

quarantine, which results in a massive disease outbreak

with a count of Recovered more than 80 individuals. In

Figure 15B, 62 individuals are in Quarantine Susceptible

by the 10th day, whereas with efficiency of 0.50 (Fig. 15C)

and 0.75 (Fig. 15D), there are 77 and 88 individuals in

Quarantine Susceptible by the same period of 10 days. It

can be deduced that for every 25% increase in the Tracing

Efficiency, 10% more population is sent into quarantine. In

Fig. 11 Grid-based risk computed out of risk basis. A and B refer to

grid-based representation of duration and count of trajectories shown
in Fig. 10A. C depicts location of an infectious contact occurred on

the same day, whereas D presents translation of Fig. 10B into grid

form. All values are normalized to the range of 0 to 1, where 1 refers

to highest risk
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general, it can be said that with greater tracing efficiency,

the greater amount of population is early forced for quar-

antine, which ultimately reduces the overall spread of

infection (less Infected and less Recovered). The popula-

tion being forced to quarantine means they are leaving the

Susceptible compartment, which is evident by the degree of

slope in the downward trend of Susceptible count propor-

tional to tracing efficiency. Due to high tracing efficiency

in Fig. 15D, a huge subset of the population is sent into

Quarantine immediately as the infection breaks out. This

large amount of individuals when collectively comes out of

quarantine (after a period of 14 days), results in a sudden

drop of QS count around the 40th day. An opposite can be

observed in the count of Susceptible.

Other than varying the initial configuration, another

capability of our spatio-SIR model is the ability to simulate

real-world scenarios such as relaxation in social-distancing,

spatio-temporal curfew/lockdown or a holiday season with

more population on the streets. This capability of the tool

can assist policymakers to simulate scenarios, visualizing

the consequence of their decisions prior to their actual

implementation. One real scenario would be the relaxation

of distancing measures in the campus with an increase of

in-class teaching and in-campus social living, which will

increase the people on the campus and their mobility (and

therefore, the risk of contact). In an experiment presented

in Fig. 16, we introduce this scenario as an Intervention in a

specific period from day 11th to 20th. Quantitatively, this

intervention is in the form of spatial high-risk of value 1.5

at all areas (cells).

A major difference is in the overall period of epidemic,

where the Intervention setup executes an epidemic of more

than 100 days considering the added spatial risk from day

11 to 20, whereas in spatio-SIR modeling the epidemic

finished in less than 60 days. Observing the trend of Re-

covered individuals, a continuous increase after day 10 is

evident in Intervention setup, compared to spatio-SIR

output. This escalation ends up with a total of 37 recovered

in the former, while total recovered individuals in the latter

are 11. A similar pattern is identifiable while observing the

trends of Infected population, where since day 10th, the

rate of infection is more or less constant (a horizontal line)

until the 20th day. This is different from the infected trend

in spatio-SIR model where the rate of infection is

decreasing after the initial increase in the first few days of

the epidemic. Observing the trend of Quarantine Suscep-

tible, a spike is noticeable after day 11 in the Intervention

setup. Counts of susceptible in quarantine in Intervention

setup is 56 on day 20th, whereas under the spatio-SIR

model there are only 43 susceptible individuals in quar-

antine by the same day, confirming the capability of new

setup to capture spatial high-risk.

3.3 Mobility simulation in a new space

As individual-level mobility datasets are scarcely

available, a possible solution is to self-simulate movement

trajectories for the study area (new space). This can also

help in the application of our methodology on multiple

datasets to assess its performance in different spaces.

In this study, we have also generated a synthetic dataset

using spatial movements from Geolife Data (Zheng et al.

2011). Geolife, a project by Microsoft, provides trajectory

movements of 178 users for a period of four years with

temporal resolution of 1 to 5 seconds and spatial resolution

of 5 to 10 meters. The dataset in total contains 17,621

trajectories, total distance of 1,251,654 kilometers holding

information of 48,203 hours. As for contact tracing and

spatial risk assessment, we require mobility to be highly

concentrated on a small study area. Unfortunately, this is

not the case in the original Geolife dataset. However, we

used only its spatial movement but modified the temporal

and user-related attribute to reflect the daily movement of

15 days for 50 users, for a study area of 20� 16 square

kilometres. Figure 22 in the Appendix presents a visual-

ization of this modified construction, whereas Figure 17

illustrates the comparison of the SIR model and spatio-SIR

model over this new dataset. Both models, SIR and spatio-

Fig. 12 Combining risk from multiple grids shown in Fig. 11 into a

single grid output using SOM and K-means. This integration is

executed in unsupervised manner through the implementation of

SOM followed by K-means. Risk scores are computed in the range of

[0.5,1.5], where 1 refers to the previous normal (existing SIR model

with a constant spatial risk and all contacts being of equal nature)
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SIR, depict a similar trend on synthetic trajectories as over

NCCU trace. The consideration of spatial risk tends to send

more people in Quarantine Susceptible which initially

protects them from the infection, but the population

remains susceptible in general as the quarantined popula-

tion comes back to Susceptible stage after a quarantining

period. Similarly, the overall infection propagation is

reduced due to a lower count of infectious contacts which

results in lower counts of Recovered.

4 Conclusions and discussion

We conclude that the inclusion of spatial risk in epidemic

modeling can greatly support the public health system by

identification of infectious contacts and highlighting places

carrying the high risk. It is a bi-fold domino effect that

relies on both, persons and places, and breaking the chain is

necessary not only in terms of individuals but also for high-

risk areas. For a critical time such as COVID-19, an inte-

grated approach as the one introduced here can be

Fig. 13 Comparing average of

10 stochastic realizations of a

disease outbreak scenario from

baseline-SIR (dashed) and
spatio-SIR (solid). (Top)
presents trends related to count

of Susceptible, Infected and
Recovered, whereas (Bottom)
illustrates counts of individuals

in Quarantine related

compartments. Count of total

population is 115 which are

represented over Y-axis
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developed into a comprehensive system of infectious dis-

ease surveillance. In terms of modeling, consideration of

spatial risk as in spatio-SIR model increases the tracing

efficiency, where a greater number of individuals are

highlighted as exposed depending on the location of con-

tacts; as in this study contacts are mostly concentrated in a

small region that is at high-risk at all times. These vul-

nerable individuals who are currently Susceptible will

either be infected or sent into quarantine, depending on the

chance element of event-based setup. This consideration of

exposure based on spatial risk tends to perform more

meaningful events1 concerned with the Susceptible popu-

lation rather than events to the Infected or Quarantined.

Furthermore, it is shown that this framework can act as a

tool for policymakers to execute scenarios, visualizing the

consequence of their decisions prior to their actual

implementation.

We have proposed a generalized framework for spatio-

SIR modeling, however, a disease-specific model can be

developed by adjusting the parameters available in Table 3.

With regards to contact tracing, the study highlights that

for contact tracing to be effective, the maximum fraction of

the population needs to be digitally activated, using the

contact tracing app or other implemented mode of tracking

(Hernández-Orallo et al. 2020).

The major limitation of the study is the non-availability

of actual information about infected individuals, which

forces us to rely just on simulations. With data; in this way,

our model could have been implemented for a real-world

application in form of a contact tracing mobile application,

or some form of app for mobile technologies. In this paper,

this limitation was handled through a self-induced initial

outbreak. Another aspect is that the selected dataset is not

of an epidemic scenario. A dataset from an era of an epi-

demic situation can assist in the analysis of such patterns

and further explore its spatial risk. Similarly, 15 days

recording of movements is a non-adequate period for a

long-standing scenario of an epidemic. In this paper, this

limitation was handled by concatenating the same dataset

multiple times for 150 days. However, a better option

would be to have a mobility dataset of a longer duration,

which would have provided sort of temporal variations in

mobility patterns due to seasons, holidays etc. A limitation

of the followed approach is that the contacts were identified1 Infection or Quarantining, compared to Recovery while in

Quarantine.

Fig. 14 Comparing the average of 10 stochastic realizations (of

baseline-SIR model) with varying count of Initial Infected I0, to
observe their effect on the overall disease outbreak. Three scenarios

of I0 ¼ 5=10=15 are shown with a population size of 115. Subplots

(A,B,C and D) shows comparison of Susceptible, Infected, Recovered
and Quarantine Susceptible, respectively. Due to stochasticity, final

duration of epidemic varies depending on the overall spread of

infection
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per day. This approach helped in establishing a setup to

understand disease dynamics in a spatial context, however,

this sparse frequency reduces the accuracy in real-time

monitoring of information. So, though computationally

expensive, it would be desirable a finer frequency, such as

hourly contact graphs or a real-time application of tracing

in terms of recording a contact as they happen.

This modification of an existing SIR model into a spatio-

SIR model through the inclusion of spatial risk serves only

as a foundation of an idea. This leads to many way for-

wards opening new avenues for the integration of spatial

component into digital epidemiology. Spatial risk is a

complete domain in itself that includes the identification of

factors stimulating the vulnerability of being infected at a

certain place and time. Hence, it is recommended to

incorporate the spatial context from additional perspectives

other than just infectious trajectories. A suggested idea is to

integrate spatial information such as points of interest

(restaurants, parks, etc.), and demographic details for the

overall spatial risk assessment. This also includes consid-

eration of confounding factors, such as climatological

variables, public transits and urban function, which affect

both, the independent variable of mobility and the

dependent variable of spatial risk. In this study, con-

founders (as missing variables) do not affect SIR equations

but could really influence the way we define the spatial risk

altering the overall spatio-temporal dynamics of the epi-

demic. In a scenario like this, spatio-temporal stochastic

modelling can control confounders through the residual

component. Such a study will explore the spatial effect of

covariates in disease transmission by understanding their

intrinsic underlying relationships presenting a higher or

lower score of risk, and additionally, how these covariates

amalgam as a whole.

Implementation of this study was based on an event-

based SIR model where rates of events were computed to

randomly draw the next event, as well as the time of the

event and the person to which event will occur. This

complete stochasticity can be adjusted in a sense to develop

a semi-stochastic setup where the person to which event

will occur is not completely random but a factor based on

their exposure. Such a factor can be associated with each

individual based on their movement in infectious places

and the frequency of their contacts. Though semi-stochastic

in nature, a specific model like this can also provide with

the exposure profile for each individual.

Fig. 15 Comparing the average of 10 stochastic realizations (of

baseline-SIR model) with varying Tracing Efficiency q
0
, to observe

their effect on the overall disease outbreak (population size = 115).

Subplots (A,B,C and D) present four cases of q
0
= 0, 0.25, 0.50 and

0.75, respectively, where 1 means 100% backward tracing
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Given that this domain of infectious diseases generally

lacks data availability related to infection and/or move-

ment, a practical way forward is to transform this spatio-

enhanced model into a comprehensive tool for simulations.

Such a tool can allow users to feed in movement data and

then based on infectious movements, the user can execute

spatio-SIR modeling while configuring the initial setup.

Furthermore, the tool can have the capabilities to imple-

ment real-world scenarios like spatial curfew, commercial

lockdown, relaxation in social distancing, etc. The overall

situation of COVID-19 signifies the importance of such a

tool that can support public health policymakers as and

when required.

Overall, this paper concludes that tracking of individual-

level infectious trajectories is critical not only for person-

to-person contact tracing but also to identify spatial risk

which is transmitting (surface/aerosol transmission) as well

as propagating (inducing riskier contact) in nature. The

Fig. 16 Comparing average of

10 stochastic realizations of a

disease outbreak scenario from

spatio-SIR (solid) and a case of

Intervention—spatio-SIR model

with spatial risk of 1.5 from day

11 to 20 (dotted). (Top) presents
trends related to counts of

Susceptible, Infected and
Recovered, whereas (Bottom)
illustrates counts of individuals

in Quarantine related

compartments. Count of total

population is 115 which are

represented over Y-axis
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study also highlights that accurate modeling of this sort is

restricted due to the data unavailability, and there is a

critical requirement of datasets to ensure a practical

application of the proposed approach.

The authors conclude this study with the remarks, that

even if this domain2 is generally hindered due to the lack of

data availability, the investigation process related to it

should keep on exploring methods to effectively under-

stand disease dynamics. This is beneficial not only for

literature but also critical for the overall well being of

humanity.

Appendix: NCCU data

This section provides details related to the study area and

the selected dataset. Figure 18 depicts coordinates of the

study area, whereas Fig. 19 illustrates the complete dataset

of all 115 individuals for the period of 15 days where each

user is shown with a different colour.

Figure 20 illustrates mobility trajectories of a single user

for a period of one day, and Fig. 21 shows 1-day movement

for 5 users.

Fig. 22 shows self-generated mobility trajectories of all

50 users for a period of 15 days.

2 individual-level trajectory-based infectious diseases SIR modeling.

Fig. 17 Comparing average of

10 stochastic realizations of a

disease outbreak scenario from

baseline-SIR (dashed) and
spatio-SIR (solid). (Top)
presents trends related to counts

of Susceptible, Infected and
Recovered, whereas (Bottom)
illustrates counts of individuals

in Quarantine related

compartments. Count of total

population is 50 which are

represented over Y-axis
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Fig. 18 Coordinates of the study

area

Fig. 19 Extent of recorded

dataset
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Fig. 20 Mobility trajectory of a

single user for a 1-day period

Fig. 21 Mobility trajectory of

five users for a 1-day period
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